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I am happy to have this opportunity to partici~ctc
in this Federal Trial Examinersi Conference Seminar P~ogr3m
and to talk to you briefly about the essential qU21~ti2~
which agency heads look for in the decisions o~bmitted by

hearing examiners in administrative 9roceedin~s,
An agency t s ql1asi-judieial function is a vital aspec t

of its activities 0 It is not only the means tln.~ough 'ivb1.ch

the conduct and rights of persons engaged in the areas covered
by the statutes administered by the agency are adjudicDted
in the light of the policies of those statutes and the
agency's specialized experience under them. It also serves
as one of the agency9s principal tools, along with rDle~
making and the issuance of statements of policy of general
application, for the agency's continuing development and
delineation of the legal pr Inc Ip Les and po Lf.cy cons Ldeca t Lons

under the statutes. Those objectives can often be best
achieved through the adjudicatory route, on a ~ase~by-case
basis in the context of a particular factL~l aetting. To

.~ the hearing examiner has been delegated a major role in the
adjudicatory process. That role finds its culmination in the
hearing examiner~s decision~ 2nd the agency places considerable
reliance on thAt decision.

Perhaps the best and most spe~ific source of gui&i~ge

to the hearing examiner as to what his decisions should
achieve~ is provided by the agency's Ow~~ decislo~ ia those
cases whare it review's the action of t.he exami.ne c . Asi.de

from the agency r S a f fd.rmance or r'evezaa 1 of the Gxamir,-e:;::;::;
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findings and conclusions) the organization and content of
the agency's decision reflects its agreGmeut or ciisagrGem~nt
with the manner in which the hearing examiner has analyzed
the issues and the evidence and organized and presented the
case 0 Even though the agency f s decision does not no'rmaLky

address itself to the nature of the hearing examiner!s de-
cision as such, the examine~ can usually discern in it a

r :

meaningful reflection of the extent to \vhich his own de-
cision has given the ~ency the assistance that it has looked

for from him. In this sense the exami.nex receives continuing

messages from the agency about the sufficiency and vaLue of

his decisions Q

However, some general observations by one agency head
maynevertheless be helpful. Of course there is considerable

diversity in tile types of proceedings in ~hich hearing
~aminers are called upon to submit decisions, not only as
between different agencies but even within a single &ogeney,
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Observations that might apply to an examiner's decision in
a complex rate-fixing or reorganization proceeding would
not necessarily be pertinent to a decision on a disability
claim based on an injury sustained in the course of dutyv
But since the role of the hearing examiner is essentially
the same throughout all the agencies) the similarities are
more significant than the differencesQ

Because my own principal familiarity is with the pro-
ceedings and procedures of the Securities and Exchange Cem-
mission they constitute the point of reference on which my
remarks are basedl and I would expect that they are on the
whole representative of those in most other agencies~ At
the Securities and Exchange Commission the hearing examiners'
decisions were formerly recommended decisions, with the Com-
mission itself undertaking a review whether or not exceptions
were filed by the parties. Recently, however, our practice
has been modified so as to provide that the examiners' de-
cisions be initial decisions which in the absence of e1{Cep-
tions by the parties or review by the Commission on its O~Tn

motion become the final agency decision. The cases to which
the examiner is assigned vary as to complexity and size and
cover a rather wide range of issues under the statutes
administered by the Commission ~~ich as you ~iOW deal with
the offer and sale of securities of issuers in all but a
few regulated L~dustries and cover a bToad spectrum of
financial and securities transactions and activitiesQ
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The decisional function performed by agency hea~ing
exaanne'rs is in many respects similar to that oeriol."u;.edbv.
the agency itself. An agency decision Wjst give the parties)
the public and the appella~e court a clear and reasoned
presentation of the facts) Law, and policy underlying H:s

action. JUBt as the appellate courc looks to the decision
of the agency to assist and lighten the performance of its
own decisional functions by giving it the benefit of an
objective, quasi-judicial judgnent; on the issues \IJhich the

briefs of the adversary parties do not necessarily cont.af.n,

80 does the agency look to the dE.ci~ions of the hearing
examiners to enhance the efficiency and wisdom w'i th 'wldch

it discharges its adjudicatory functions.
However., the hearing exareiner'g decision is g€uerally

exoected to oresent a fuller t~eatment of the , .uncez .!.y:tng

factual mazexLaL in a case than the agency is called upon

to provide. A comparison might: be made 't'Jith the l:'ep0J:c of

a maaze'r appointed by an equity court, ~Jhic.h supplies the

CQurt with a thorough analysis of the evidence End det3il~s
.7"" '1.. ? hxxncz.ngs , W.l.1.erean t e opInfon of the cour c itself i~ con"

fined to the principal aspects of the case in the light. oi..

over a case and participated in the shaping of the 1::'ecm.:'c

is in a position to perform the vital task of prepa~in~ a
careful and useful analysis of all the subscancf.a l °t.:JS'..l€:S

in the case in the light of che record. The Lssuanee vi 3.
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comprehensive and well-reasoned decision by a hearing
examiner can be a prime source of enlightment to the agencYQ

'!he hearing examiner's decision should strive to
present an organized and unified treatment of the case vlhich

will place the principal issues in focus and reduce them co
manageable proportions. The necessary preliminary descrip-
tion of the nature and background of the proceedings and the
parties involved~ which must be set forth at the outset in
order to orient the reader to the nature of the principal
issues that are presented> should be recited in a succinct
manner~ stripped of excess detail or verbiage ~~at so often
finds its way into the parties' papers. Indeed> succinctness
is a virtue applicable to all aspects of the decisionw It is
entirely consistent with clarity and adequacy of treatment

and yet it relieves everyone of the burden of plowing through

a bulky document.. While it may entail some extra effort~

pains taken to tighten a decision are generally most reward-
ing ..

After the main posture of the case has thus been indi-
cated, a sound organization normally calls for an exposition
of the facts as derived from the evidence in the record~ Here~
the hearing examiner is of perhaps the greatest help to the
agency. The evidence in the record should be marshalled,

with the examiner culling the probative from the irrelevant
and unessential evidence which may have come into the record.

It is not necessary, and indeed often results in a cumbersome

and disjointed opinion, to detail the testimony of individual
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witnesses, particularly where a conflict of testimony 1s
not involved, and usually a statement setting forth the
gist of the testimony serve most adequately. The exami-

ner's findings of fact should be accompanied by an eval ..
uation of the evidence on which they are based, "1ith a

discussion sufficient to demonstrate their validity.
In a real sense the hearing examiner begins to

shape his decision as to the facts from the time he under-
takes his assignment to the case. In his pre ..hearing

conferences in which he explores with the parties the
scope of the evidence to be adduced and the issues to be
developed~ and throughout the hearing by his rulings on
the admissibility of evidence, he anticipates what his

decision in the case will properly encompass. Ule hearing

examiner bas the authority and the responsibility to
further the establishing of the pertinent facts on the one
hand and excluding the irrelevant and immaterial on the

other hand ,

Under the liberal rules of admissibility applicable

to administrative proceedings the record should include all
relevant and probative evidence, ttJhether hearsay or subject

to exclusion under rules applicable to jury trials. And in
the course of the hearings he should himself elicit evi-
dence which counsel has not thoughtto explore but which in

his role as a potential deciding officer rather than a mere

presiding functionary, the examiner has recognized to be
useful in the interests of an adequate deveIopment; of the

truth 0 Moreover, when as 80 frequently happens a vital



question is asked of a witness but becomes sidetracked
before it is answered, the examiner should make certain
that the question is again put to the tY"itness and that it

is answered.
The examiner's control over the record also permits

him to keep out evidence which he can anticipate ~vill not

be of value to the decision and to avoid an aj~less and
diffused hearing wnlch results in a massive record that
nevertheless fails to provide an adequate basis for an in-
formed decision. The rules and procedures goveniing hearings
should be utilized to further the accurate selection and
determination of relevant facts and issues, rather than to
demonstrate the agility and quick wits of counsel. The
hearing examiner can exercise imaginative lea~ership in
reasonably restricting the record to an intelligent effort
to develop the factso In this connection, in our experience
records have sometimes been unduly ext.ended by what takes

the guise of prolonged cross-examination but which is
really ar&Lment and is often repetitious and captious.
Where the full and true disclosure of the facts does not
require lengthy cross-examination, the hearing examiner
should not hesitate to limit it. Another type of situation
where we have found that insufficient control over a hearing
has resulted in an unnecessarily long record is that where
extended argument is permitted vnth respect to the admissi-
bility of evidence alleged to be immaterial or irrelevant.



II:makes little sense to encumber the record and the hearing
with lengthy disputes over the admissibility of evidence
when the principal alleged objective in keeping the evidence
out is to avoid unnecessarily extending the record. In such
situations, in view of the nature of administrative proceed-
ings, the admission of allegedly irrelevant matter for what-
ever it may be worth may sometimes be the more efficient and
wiser technique 0

Where there is a conflict of testimony and the exami-
ner bases his findings on the credibility of certain of the
witnesses, the grounds for his belief or disbelief of
particular witnesses should be clearly stated.

You are doubtless familiar with Justice Frankfurter's
decision in Unversal Camera CorpG VG National Labor Relations
Board that appropriate weight should be given to a hearing
examiner's decision. particularly with respect to his reso-
lution of conflicting testimony based on his determination
of credibility of the witnesses as shown by their demeanor
or conduct at the hearingo However, as Justice Frankfurter
recognized, the findings of the examiner are to be considered
"along with the consistency and inherent probability of
testimony. II

Nevertheless, because the courts have been inclined
to require agencies to give considerable weight to the
findings of a hearing examiner whenever demeanor evidence
is a significant factor in the process of fact-finding, it
behooves the hearing examiner to be pa.rticularly careful
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in reaching his judgments as to the credibility of witnesses"
Certainly such judgments should wherever possible be but-
tressed by other consistent evidence in the recordc I think
tl~t an agency head tends to feel less comfortable about a
finding based on demeanor of the witness alone than one
fortified by a tangible demonstration of reliability or
credibili~J such as corroboration or contradiction by other
circumstances, testimony or documents. Demeanor may be an

imprecise measure of credibility c As one lawyer wroce in

the Journal of the American Judicature Society:
II 0 • • modern science regards seei.ng the fJ'1it-
nesses and hearing them as very little, if any,
help in determining their veracity. That expert
criminologist) William Shakespeare> makes Duncan
say, 'There is no art to tell the mind's construc-
tion in the face c t And the phycho logis ts agree
with himo A t shifty eye I usually means nothing
but shynesso A restless manner is simply a rest-
less manner.. Hesitation indicates, as often as
not, an effort to be accurate. An 'evil look'

- is what you see on the faces of Socrates, Darwin,
and allarge proportion of myopic or cross-eyed
professors of law and other subjects who are
relatively harmless.1I

One case that came before the Commission is particu-
larly apt in this connection. The respondent broker-dealer
was charged with defrauding in securities dealings elderly
customers whose confidence he had won through many personal

attentions. In his testimony before the hearing eK.aminer he
displayed what the examiner considered a sincere and con-
vi1"'..cingmanner which led the examiner to accept his version

of the facts that he had not made any false or misleadi.ng
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statements to the customers Q However, ,men the Commission
reviewed the record upon exceptions to the examiner's de-
cision by the Commission's staff, it fQund that the respond-
ent had written conflicting letters with respect to the same
securi ties to different cus tamers" He wrote to one cus tamer
owning these securities that he doubted that he could get a
buyer for them except at a sacrifice price because the
issuer had been in bankruptcy and the stock was a drug on
the mark.eto But to another customer he wrote that the
securities were a desirable purchase but that they were in
short supply and their price was high. He then paid the
first customer a low price for the securities and sold them
to the second customer at a much higher price. On the basis
of this contradictory documentary evidence establishing the
untrustworthiness of the respondent's testimony the Com-
mission rejected the examiner's appraisal of the respondent's
demeanor which,because of the smooth and charming scoundrel
ti".at respondent was, had induced the examiner to accept his
story. It reversed the hearing examiner's findings and re-
voked the respondent's registration as a broker-dealer and
he was subsequently convicted and imprisoned for his misconductc

In dealing with the legal issues in the case, the
hearing examiner should strive to treat in a well-reasoned
manner not only the various contentions presented to hi~;
but any other legal questions that he recognizes to be rele-
vant to the sound determination of the case. In this area
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he should keep abreast of recent decisions and public state-
ments of agency policy 0 His decision will more readily com-

mand the confidence and respect of the agency if it reflects

his awareness and consideration of such precedents and
applicable standards 0 Where there is no directly applicable

precedent, his development and articulation of a legal

rationale in the light of any analogous legal principles

or pertinent legislative history or policy will be particu-
larly valuable to the agency in its revie't'l Ln the event: ex-

ceptions are takeno
The hearing examiner thus serves to identify the

matters upon which he considers the case turns and directs
attention to them so that the parties can single out through
the means of their exceptions the ques tions they v1ish to con-

test further before the agency itselfo The agency is in tl1is

manner enabled to direct its own efforts at once to the heart
of the case 0 By an adequate treatment and disposition of

factual and legal issues the hearing examineros decision
serves to eliminate or forestall questions that the agency
will have to pass on and hopefully discourage any exceptions
so that the hearing examiner's initial decision can become
final. In many cases this is a realistic and attair.~ble
objectives and often the agency is spared the burden of havfng

to review the case at all. But even where it is clear that
a party will carry the controversy to the agency~ its scope
can be effectively and helpfully narrowed to the really
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essential questions. Where the hearing examinerts decision

convincingly puts to rest - or to shame - secondary or
fringe contentions that have been presented to him the party
may realize the futility of pursuing them before the agencyo
And even if the party persists in including exceptions based
on those contentionst the hearing examiner's treatment can
then be adopted by the agency as dispositive of them 0

In addition to its treatment of the facts and legal
issues the hearing examinerrs decision can aid the agency
importantly in many administrative proceedings when he reaches
the point of selecting the agency action he considers appro-
priate in the light of his findings 0 The type of action to

be taken does not always mathematically follow from adverse

findings. ea~ ofteft .va¥ig~s 9aeiees may be 8vailftble. A wide
range of possible results may be available depending on the
nature and gravity of conduct found by the exandner , One of

the principal assets of the administrative process is flexi~
bility of remedy. Terms and conditions may be tailored to

fit the particular situation. The examiner by virtue of his
intimate familiarity with the record, the parties and ~he
witnesses is uniquely able to provide the agency with an
assessment of the case and devise an appropriate form of
agency action. For example, the Securities and Exchange
Commission institutes proceedings to determine whether the
registration of a securities broker-dealer should be revo!(ed
for alleged violations of the securities laws. In such a



case the examiner might conclude that , although he finds the
broker-dealer to have committed the violations charged, in

view of mitigating factors the protection of investors would
not require revocation of the registration on condition that
the dealer will undertake appropriate internal controls and
secure accounting and legal assistance to prevent a recur-
rence of the violations; or that suspension of the dealer
from membership in a national securities association would
be a suitable sanction; or that revocation of the firm should
be directed but the individuals concerned should not, because of
his evaluation that their misconduct was not of a type that
would occur under proper supervision, be barred from future
employment in an adequately supervised capacityu

With further reference to format and style, while I
have described one organizationsl pattern which is fitting in
most cases t I of course do not mean to imply that there

should be 8 rigid or slavish adherence to it in all cases.
The particular nature of the case and the objective of
focusing upon the salient issues may well call for a
different manner of presentationo Where one legal question
dominates the case, for example, an effective method may be
to pr~sent the question at the very outset and note its
determinative character 0 I have found that the narrative
form of decision is usually more conducive to a readable
and intelligible presentation than the use of short numbezed
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paragraphs each containing sing Le findings. The latter can
result in a stilted and disjointed presentation that will
disperse rather than synthesize the issues. The paragraphs
can still be numbered, if that seems desirable in the
interests of providing easier referenceo

The agency does not necessarily require or look for
a colorful and stylistic presentation, although the polished
sentence and the well-turned phrase are a lways welcome and
satisfying in any writing where they facilitate the expression
of the thought to be conveyed and do not distort the appro-
priate emphasis. But the need for clarity and exactness of
fact findings and legal reasoning is paramount. A literary
flight that sacrifices even a modicum of precision, or
hyperbole indulged in for the sake of emphasis, can mislead
the agency and create a basis for a claim of error on review"
On occasion the principal attack upon a hearing examiner's
decision has centered on a fefJlstray eye-catching but; some-
what exaggerated characterizations which he was unable to
resist penning, although the substance of his deci.sion was
otherwise entirely sound.

I might add a word with respect to the importance of
promptness of submission of the hearing examiner's decision.
Giving due recognition of course to the size of the record
and the complexity of the issues in a particular case, an
agency always values and appreciates a prompt decision. The



agency is always striving to reduce the time lapse beu~een
the inception and the detetmination of its cases. Horeover,

the timeli.ness of the hearing exanrlner ' s decision, and in

turn the decision of the agency wh:l.chcomes latex, often

has considerable substantive impac.t. A prompt disposition
of an adjudicatory proceeding is 8lways impostant to the
individuals or companies directly involved - in some cases
the private parties may suffer real injury or dislocation
until the questions concerning ther.'are resolved, In others

the private parties may be well content to have action de-
ferred as long as possible but the protection of the public
interest calls for the early impo~ition of the sanctions
or restraints that are in issue in the proceedings 0

In addition, as I have previously observed, each
adjudicatory decision represents a delineation of the law
and policy under the statutes adminLstered by tne agencyu
the industry or other segment of the public affected by

those statutes is guided by each of those decisions~ and
should have them available at an e~rly date following the
agency's institution of the proceedtngs , The hearing examiner

need have no concern that a quick oec:tsion. wtll be j:egarded

as reflecting inadequate considerat~.on; the merit of hi s

decision will speak for itself, and b.iB promptnesswill be

viewed as a virtue by the agency if not; a180 by the parties,


